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Each Hypnos bed is a bespoke creation, handcrafted to
perfection – a masterpiece. Combining traditional skills
with constant innovation, and using pressure-relieving
pocket springs and the finest natural materials, Hypnos
has a reputation for making the most comfortable beds
in the world.
The unsurpassed quality, luxurious comfort and timeless beauty
of these Royally Approved beds can be found around the world
in the finest homes, palaces and hotels.

Handmade to your exact needs
A Hypnos mattress and divan have been designed to work in perfect
harmony. Select the most comfortable and supportive bed then tailor
it to meet your exact needs – your bed can be as individual as you.
	
Made to measure – Hypnos can make any size or shape bed to meet your
exacting needs. Longer for taller people; wider to accommodate the children
as well; a tapered or curved mattress for a yacht berth or a specially shaped
mattress with each corner missing for a four poster bed frame.
	
A Personal Design Statement – Personalise the appearance of your bed
from a range of divan and headboard styles to create a stunning bedroom
centrepiece with unique finishing touches.
	Every divan and headboard is hand-upholstered in one of our beautiful
jacquard or faux suede fabrics. Choose our traditional deep divan base and
select chrome castors, your preferred feet design or an exquisite divan skirt.
Alternatively choose our modern shallow divan and select one of our
stand-out designer legs.

The Topper and Mattress
	The sumptuous luxury topper features soft and

The Divan Base
	The deep divan features a glued and screwed

breathable bonded Hair and Lambswool to

solid timber frame with a row of pocket springs,

regulate body temperature. It is covered with a

below a Horsehair and Wool comfort layer.

Wool-infused Belgian Damask and embroidered
with the Royal Crest and Hypnos name.

	
Sanderson fabrics – divans and headboards
are upholstered in a range of colours to match

	
The matching mattress features hand teased
Hair and Lambswool wrapped around a unique
hourglass shaped pocket spring system – each

any interior, creating a stunning bedroom
centrepiece.

geometrically advanced pocket spring provides
seamless progressive support.
	
Tailored with 3 rows of genuine hand sidestitching for edge-to-edge support, and hand

The Sovereign is shown in this brochure with the Victoria

tufted for longevity.

rectangular piped headboard. The deep divan base and
headboard are upholstered in Sanderson Ruskin Linden.

	
Choose a Softer, Medium, Firmer or Extra Firm
comfort level.

The combined height of the mattress and divan base from
the floor is approximately 77cm.

Best of British
Hypnos, a family-run British company, has been practising and
perfecting the art of making luxury pocket spring mattresses
and upholstered beds by hand since Edwardian days. With over
100 years of bed making experience and insight into a great
night’s sleep, our philosophy and commitment focuses on the
pursuit of perfection and the delivery of a deep, energising night’s
sleep, helping to fulfil dreams for a healthy and enjoyable life.
	Each and every Hypnos bed is individually made to order by master
craftsman, lovingly handmade and customised to meet personal comfort,
size and styling needs. Hypnos places the elements of enduring quality,
heavenly comfort and exquisite hand tailoring above all else, creating
an authentic piece of Great British Furniture – a sublime expression of
extraordinary and lasting British craftsmanship.
	A Royal Warrant from Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II reinforces Hypnos’
reputation for the very best of British quality. In fact Hypnos is the only
bed manufacturer to actively supply the British Royal Family, the Royal
Household and all the British Royal Palaces.
	With a Royal Seal of Approval, the unequalled quality and majestic
comfort of Hypnos beds can be found around the world in the finest
homes, places and hotels.
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